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The  classical  construction  of  the  rational  numbers
involves  consideration  of  certain  equivalence  classes  of
ordered  pairs   [(a,b)]   where  a  and  b  are  integers  with  b
nonzero.     An  elementary  generalization  of  this  idea  is  Ore's
Theorem  which  gives  a  necessary  and  suf ficient  condition  that
a  ring,  not  necessarily  commutative  an.d  not  necessarily  a
domain  of  integrity,   can  be  extended  to  a  ring  of  "fractions."
The  purpose  of  this  thesis  is  to  analyze  another  proof  of
ore's  Theorem  which  involves   a  bare  minimum  of  technique
using  the  method  of  maximal  extensions  of  semi-endomorphisms
defined  on  a  certain  class  of  right  ideals,   i.e. ,  given  a
ring  with  Ore's  Condition  we  will  construct  the  classical
ring  of  right  quot-,ients.
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1       INTRODUCTION
As  an  algebraic  system,   the  set  of  integers  has  the
limitation  that  not  every  nonzero  element  has  a  multipli-
cative  inverse.     The  importance  of  constructing  a  larger
system  in  which  every  nonzero  element  is  invertible  is
therefore  recognized,   i.e.,  the  extension  of  the  ring  of
integers  to  the  field  of  rational  fractions  is  certainly
a  natural  problem  to  consider.
The  classical  construction  of  the  rational  numbers  in-
volves  consideration  of  certain  equivalence  classes  of
ordered  pairs   [(a,b)]   where  a  and  b  are  integers  with  b  non-
zero.     The  equivalence  class   [(a,b)]   thus  corresponds  to  the
usual  concept  of  the  rational  number  as  the  quotient  :.     It
is  immediately  realized  that  this  construction  yields  an
extension  field  for  any  integral  domain.    An  elementary
generalization  of  this  idea  is  Ore.s  Theorem  which  gives  a
necessary  and.  sufficient  condition  that  a  ring,  not  necessarily
commutative  and  not  necessarily  a  domain  of  integrity,   can  be
extended  to  a  ring  of  "fractions."     The  classical  proof  of  Ore's
Theorem  uses  the  same  ordered  pair  construction  employed  to
obtain  the  rational  numbers.
The  purpose  of  this  thesis  is  to  analyze  another  proof
of  Ore's  Theorem  which  involves  a  bare  minimum  of  technique
using   the  method  of  maximal  extensions  of  semi-endomorphisms
(see   [1] , [4])   defined  on  a  certain  class  of  right  ideals,   i.e.,
given  a  ring  with  ore's  Condition  we  will  construct  the  classical
ring  of  right  quotients.     Other  non-classical  proofs  are  known
(e.g.   see   [5],   chapter  4,   section  6).     The  motivation   for
this  construction  is  again  found  in  developing  the  rational
numbers  from  the  integers.     As  we  generalize  to  any  integral
domain  the  maximal  semi-endomorphisms  can  still  be   found,
although  less  explicitly,   through  the  use  of  Zorn's  Lemma.
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2      METHODS   OF   CONSTRUCTION
2.i    Classical  Construction  of  the  Rational  Numbers
The  classical  construction  of  the  field-of  rational  num-
bers  from  the  ring  of  integers  considers  the  set  of  all  ordered
pairs   (a,b)   where  a  and  b  are  integers  with  b  nonzero.     A
relation  is  then  defined  on  this  set  o.f  ordered  pairs  by
(a,b)   ru   (c,d)   if  and  only  if  ad  =  bc.     This  relation  is  readily
seen  to  be  an  equivalence  relation.     The  set  of  equivalence
classes  becomes  a  field  if  we  defihe  addition  and  multiplica-
tion  as   follows.     Addition   is  defined  by   [(a,b)]   +   [(c,d)]   =
I(ad  +  bc,   bd)].     The  associative  and  commutative  properties
are  easily  verified,    [(0,b)]   is  the  zero,   and   [(-a,b)]   is  the
negative  of   [(a,b)].     The  set  of  equivalence  classes  is  thus
an  abelian  group  under  addition.     Multiplication  is  defined
by   [(a,b)][(c,d)]   =   [(ac,bd)].      The  associative   and  commutative
properties  hold,  the  multiplicative  identity  is   [(b,b)] ,  b  F  0,
and   [(b,a)]   is   the  inverse   for  nonzero  elements   [(a,b)],   i.e.,
for  elements   [(a,b)]   such  that  a  ±  0.     The  distributive  property
is  easily  verified,  and  so  the  set  of  equivalence  classes  is  a
field.     The  integers  are  seen  to  be  isomorphically  contained
in  this  field  by  clef ining  a  mapping-  a  from  the  integers  into
the  set  of  equivalence  classes  of  ordered  pairs  by  ¢(a)   =   [(ab,b)]
for  every  integer  a.     a  may  be  verified  to  be  an  isomorphism.-i
Observing   that    [(a,b)]    =    [(ac,a)][(c,cb)]    =    [(ac,a)][(cb,c)]       ,
c  F  0,  we  can  justify  our  writing  the  elements  of  this  field
as   ab-i  or  :  instead  of   I(a,b)].     Hence,  we  have  the  classical
construction  of  the  rational  nuntoers  from  the  integers.
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2.2     Classical  Proof  of  ore's  Theorem
In  the  above  construction,  the  well-ordering  property  of
the  positive  integers  is  never  used,   only  the  ring  properties,
Commutativity,   and  the  absence  of  zero  divisors.     In  fact,   the
identity  is  never  utilized.     Thus,  the  construction  yields  a
field  of  fractions  for  any  integral  domain  D,   i.e.,   an  exten-
sion  field  Q(D)   containing  D  isomorphically  with  the  properties
that  every  nonzero  element  of  D  is  invertible  in  Q(D)   and  every
element  in  Q(D)   is  of  the   form  ":"   =  ab-i  =  b-]a  where  a,b   €  D,
b±0.
An  elementary  generalization  of  this  idea  is  Ore's  Theorem
which  replaces  the  commutativity  assumption  with  a  weaker
property  and  allows  nonzero  divisors  of  zero  in  the  ring.     More
precisely,  we  say  a  ring  R  satisfies  Ore's  Condition  if  for  any
a,b  £  R,  b  regular,   there  exist  a],bL  a  R,   b]  regular ,such  that
abL  =  ba[.     A  ring  Q(R)   containing  R  isomorphically  is  called  a
classical  right  quotient  ring  of  R  if  every  regular  element  of
R  is  invertible  in  Q(R)   and  every  element  of  Q(R)   is  of  the
form  ab-i  where  a,b  e  R,   b  regular.     Ore's  Theorem  is  then:
a  ring  R  has  a  classical  right  quotient  ring  if  and  only  if
R  satisfies  Ore's  Condition.
The  necessity  of  Ore's  Condition  is  seen  immediately  for
if  a,b  a  R,   b  regular,   then  b-La  e  Q(R).     Since  every  element
in  Q(R)   is  of  the   form  xy-i,   x,y   c  R,   y  regular,  we  have
b-La  =   a[b=L   and  hence   abL  =  baL.
The  classical  demonstration  of  the  sufficiency  of  Ore's
Condition  is  to  mimic  the  ordered  pair  construction  of  the
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rational  numbers.     Explicitly,   we  consider  R  x  R    where  R
denotes  the  regular  elements  of  R.     Pairs  in  R  X  R*   are
identified  by   (a,b)   ~   (c,d)   if  adL  =  cb]  Where  dbL  =  bdL  and
bL  is  regular.      (It  follows  that  dL  must  also  be  regular.)
This  relation  on  ordered  pairs  is  an  equivalence  relation  and
the  set  of  equivalence  classes  a/b  becomes  a  f ield  when  we
*
define  a/b  +  c/d  =   (adL  +  cbL)/db]  With  bdL  =  dbL  Where  b],dL€R   ,
and   (a/b)  (c/d)   =   (car)/(bg[)   with  agL  =  da]  Where  g[   e   R*.
The  embedding  of  R  in  Q(R)   is  given  by  identifying  a  c  R  with
abL/bi   C   Q(R) ,   b]  regular.     The  arguments   used  to  show  that
this  construction  is  valid  essentially  use  Ore's  Condition
in  those  places  where  colrmutativity  was  needed  in  the  construc-
tion  for  an  integral  domain.     The  arguments  which  depended  on
cancellation   (non-zero  divisors)   only  involve  the  second  co-
ordinate  of  pairs   (a,b) ,   and  in  this  case  b  is  always  regular.
2.3    Non-classical  Construction  of  the  Rational  Numbers
A  second  look  at  the  ring  of  integers  Z  and  the  f ield  of
rational  fractions  from  a  different  point  of  view  suggests
another  method  of  constructing  extensions   (as  introduced  in   [1]).
We  assume  an  elemer`.tary  idea  about  the  ideal  structure  of  the
ring  of  integers;  namely,   the  ring  of  integers  is  a  principal
ideal  domain,   i.e.,   every   ideal  is   of  the   form   (in)   =   {x   I   x  =  ink,
k   a   Z}   where   in   c   Z.
Given  a  homomorphism  f   :    (in)   +  Z,   it  is  completely  deter-
mined  by  its  value  at  in,   i.e.,   if  f(in)   =  n,   and  t  c   (in) ,   then
t  =  ink  and   f (t)   =   f (ink)   =   f (in)k  =   nk.      Furthermore,
6
f (t)   =  f (in)k  =  f#(ink)
f(in)
EEL,
i.e.,   f  is  determined  by
the  fraction  -.     For  example,   if  f : (154)+Z  with  f (154)=30,
then  f (t)   = #t for  every  t  e   (154).     This  suggests  identi-
fying  a  fraction  with  a   "semi-endomorphism"    (i.e. ,   a  homo-
morphism  from  an  ideal  of  Z  into   Z)   by   ":"   corresponds  to
fb:  (b)+Z  with   f (b)   =   a.a
We  desire  to  identify  certain  fractions.     For  example,
6030
3as  is  to  be  equivalent  to  15TF.     Note  that  f:38=  fL54  on
30
(308) A  (154).     Furthermore,   we  wish  to   "reduce   fractions   to
60                   30                   15
lowest  terms,"   i.e. ,  we  identify  both  36F  and  15T  with  77.
Note  that  f77  is  an  extension  of  both  f3°8   and  fL54.     Also
15                                                                               60                      30
fz3  is a  maximal  extension  of  each  for  there  is  no  extension
of  f77  to  an  ideal  containing   (77).     These  observations
15
suggest  the  following  ideas.
An  equivalence  relation  on  the  set  of  semi-endomorphisms
is  given  by  fp  ~  fd  if  and  only  if  fp  =  f9  on   (b) A  (d) ,   i.e. ,a
maximal  if  it  cannot
is  maximal  if  a  and  b
=  d  >   i,   then  fb  can
=a
d
And  fs =  :::   'a
since   G.C.D.  {a'  ,b'  }   =   1.
-aca
if  and  only  if  ad  =  bc.     We  say  f:  is
be  extended  to   (in)2(b).     Note  that  fba
are  relatively  prime.     If  G.C.D.{a,b}
be  extended  to  f£  :   (§)+Z  where  f£(3)
d                      :   ,   is  maximal
where  b'   =  b  and  a'   =  -
In  other  words,   every  semi-endomorphism  has  a  unique  maximal
extension.    Also,   f:  ~  fd  if  and  only  if  fb =  ffi .
Cac
Addition  of  equivalence  classes  is  defined  by [fb]    +    [fd]ac
[f:  +   fd]   where   fb  +   fd   :    (b)  n  (d)+Z   by   f:  +   f:(x)   =cac
fb(x)   +  fd(x).     |t  is  readily  seen  that  fb  +  f8  ~  fina                a                                                                        a                     au+cv
where  in  is  the   least  common  multiple  of  b  and  d,   and
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bu  =  in  =  dv.     This  yields   a  commutative  group  with  zero
[f8];   the  negative  of   [f:]   is  given  by   [f±a].
Multiplication  is  defined  by   [f:] [f:]   =   [f:o  f:]   where
fb o  fd   :    (bd)+z  by  composition.     It  is  easily   shown  thatac
f: o  f8  ~  f:8   .     This  yields  a  semi-group  with  identity   [f£] ,
b  ±  0,   and  with   [f:]   acting  as  the  inverse  of   [f:],   b  F  0.
In  addition,   f:  ~  f:co  f€C,   a  ±  0.     The  distributive  law
holds  and  thus  we  get  a  field.     Z  is  established  isomor-
phically  as  a  subring  of  this  field  by  the  correspondence
a+fb
ab   '   b  #   0.
This  construction  uses  the  well-ordering  property  of
the  integers   (contrary  to  the  ordered  pair  construction) .
Thus,   in  attempting  to  apply  this  method  to  more  general
classes  of  rings,  e.g.,   integral  domains  or  rings  with  Ore's
Condition,   we  will  make  use  of   Zorn.s  Lemma  to  establish
the  existence  of  maximal  extensions  of  semi-endomorphisms.
3      A   PROOF   OF   ORE'S   THEOREM
In  this  chapter  we  give  a  constructive  proof  of  Ore's  Theorem
using  the  idea  of  maximal  extensions  of  semi-endomorphisms
defined  on  a  certain  class  of  right  ideals,   i.e.,  given  a  ring
with  Ore's  Condition,  we  will  construct  the  classical  ring  of
right  quotients.
Definition  1: A  ring  R  satisfies  Ore's  Condition  if  and  only
if  for  every  a,b  e  R  with  b  regular,   there  exist  a],bL  e  R  With
bL  regular  Such  that  abL  =  ba[.
Let  R  be  a  ring  satisfying  Ore's  Condition  with  R*  =   {regular
elements   of   R}   #    {0}.
(An  element  x  is  regular  if  there  is  no  y  ±  0  with  yx=O  or  xy=0.)
Let  M  =   {1   I   I  is  a  right  ideal  of  R  containing  at  least  one
regular  element}.
Definition  2: A  semi-endomorphism  is   a  mapping   f :If+R  Where
If   e  M  Such  that   f (X  +  y)   =   f (x)   +   f (y)   and   f (xr)   =   f (x)r   for
x,y   €   If '   r   e  R.
Let  H  =   {f   I   f   is   a  semi-endomorphism  f :If+Ri   IfeM}.
p±t±:    For  f ,g  e  H,  define  f LS g  if  and only  if  If €Ig
and   f (x)   =   g(x)   for  every  X   C   If.
Proposition  i: <  is  a  partial  ordering  on  H.
Proof :      (i)      If €If   and   f (X)   =   f (X)   for  every  X   e   Ift   SO   f  LS  f
(ii)   If  f  i  g  and  g  LS  f i   then  If €Ig  and  I   €1     SO  If  =  I   ;
gfg
9
and   f (x)   =   g(x)    for  every   x   c   If,   g(X)   =   f (X)
for  every  x  €   I   ,   so  f (x)   =  g(x)   for  every
9
X   e   If  =   I   .      Thus,   f  =  g.
9
(iii)   If  f  i  g  and  g  L5  h,   then  If cIg  and  Igc=Iht   SO
If£Ih;   and  f (X)   =  g(X)   for  every  X   C   If ,
g(x)   =  h(x)   for  every  x   €   1g,   so   f (x)   =  h(x)
for  every  x  e   If.     Thust   f  L5  h.
Therefore,   (H,<)   is  a  partially  ordered  set.
Proposition  2:     If  f  e  H,   f  has  a  maximal  extension,   i.e.,   there
^^^
exists  f  e  H,   a  >  f  and  if  g  c  H,   g  i  f ,   then  g  =  f .
Proof:     Apply   Zorn's   Lemma,   i.e.,   show  every  chain  in  H  has
an  upper  bound.     Let  S  be  a  totally  ordered  subset  of
H.      Let   I   =   UIB,    a   e   S.      Obviously   I   a  M.      Let   or:I+  R
be   defined  by   a(x)   =   a(x)   whenever  x   e   IBt   a   e   S.
Let   f   €   S   such  that  f:If+R.     Now  If c=I   and  f (x)   =   C"X)
for  every   x   e   If.      Hence,   f  :S  Ci.      Thus,   f  LS  Ch   for   all
f   c  S,   i.e.,   S  has  an  upper  bound.     Therefore,   H  is  a
partially  ordered  set  such  that  every  chain  in  H  has
an  upper  bound.      So  by   Zorn's  Lemma,   H  contains   a
maximal  element.     That  is,   each  semi-endomorphism  has
a  maximal  extension.
osition  3: If   If tlg   e  M.   then   Ifr)  1g   c  M.
Proof:     Clearly  Ifnlg  is  a  right  ideal  since  If  and  I    are
9
right  ideals.     Now,  to  show  Ifnlg  contains  at  least
one  regular  element.     Let  a  C   If ,   a  regular.     I.et  b  e  1g,
b  regular.     Then  by  Ore's  Condition  there  exist  aL,bL   e  R,
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b]   regular,   Such   that   abL  =  ba].      NOwt   abL   e   If      (J7
Since  bL  €   R  and  If  is   a  right  ideal.     Also,   baL  e   1g
since  aL  £  R  and  I     is  a  right  ideal.     But  abi  =  baL
9
so   let  x  =  abL  =  baL  and  We  have  x   c   Ifnlg.     And
since  a  is  regular  and  bL  is  regular,   then  clearly
abL  is  regular.     So  x  is  regular.     Thus,   Ifnlg  has
at  least  one  regular  element.
Lemma   4:      If   f ,g   c   H   and   f 9  On  I€Ifnlg,   I   e  M,   then  f
and  g  have  a  common  extension  k  such  that  k:If+Ig+R.
Proof:   Let  x  a   Ifnlg,   x  ¢  I.     Let  y  e   I,   y  regular.     Suppose
f (x)   ±  g(x).      By  Ore's  Condition   there  exist  X],yL   e   R,
yL   regular,   Such   that   XyL  =  yxL.      Now   f (x)   -g(x)   #   Ot
so   0   ±    [f (x)    -g(X)]yL   =   f (X)yL   -g(X)yL   =   f (XyL)    -g(XyL)
f(yxL)   -g(yxL).      But  yxL   e   I,   and   f  =   g   on   I.      Thus,
we  have  a  contradiction,   and  so  f  =  g  on  If n 1g.
Now   let  X  e   If ,   y   €   I   .     Then  define  k:If+Ig+R  by
9
k(x  +  y)   =   f (x)   +  g(y).     To  show  it  is  well-defined,
suppose  x  +  y  =  x'   +  y',   x,x'   e   If  and  y,y'   e   I   .
9
Then  x  -x'   =  y'   -y   e   Ifnlg,   so   f(x  -x')   =  g(y'   -y).
Thus,   f (x)   -f(x')   =  g(y')   -g(y)   which  implies   that
f(x)    +   g(y)    =   f (x')    +   g(y.').      Hence,   k(x   +   y)    =
f (x)   +   g(y)    =   f (x')   +   g(y')   =   k(x'   +   y').      Clearly
If  +   I     e  M  and  k  is   a  semi-endomorphism.     Now
9
If£If  +   I     and  f (X  +  y)   =  k(X  +  y)   for  every  x  +  y   e   If,
9
So   f  i  k.     And   Igs=If   +   I     and  g(x  +  y)   =  k(x  +  y)
9
for  every   x  +  y   a   1g,   So  g  LS  k.      Hence,   k:If+Ig+R  is
a  common  extension   of   f  and  g.
11
Corollary:     If   f  =  g  on   1[   c  M,   then  f  and  g  have  a  common
extension.
Proof:     Let  I  =  I]nlfnlg  e  M.     Then  f  =  g  on  I.     So  f  and  g
have  a  common  extension.
Proposit ion   5: If  f  c  11,   then   f  has  a  unique  maximal  extension.
Proof :     Let  f   a  H.     Let  fL  and  f2  be  maximal  extensions  of  f .
NOW  ]f€[f[fl  ]f2   and  f[  =   f2   0n  If.     Thus7   by  the
previous   lemma,   fL  and  f2   have  a  common  extension  k.
But  since  f]  and  f2  are  maximal  it  must  be  that  fi=k=f2.
Hence,   f  has  a  unique  maximal  extension.
Notation :
A
For  f  c  H,   f  denotes  its  unique  maximal  extension.
Definition   4: For  f ,g  e  H,   f  ~  g  if  and  only  if  f  and  g  have
the  same  maximal  extension.     ~  is  obviously  an  equivalence
relation  on  H.
Theorem   6:
ZL=                       EL=
f  =  g  if  and  only  if  f  =  g  on  I   e  M.
Proof :      (i)   Let   f  =  g  on   I   e  M.      Then   f  and  g  have   a  common
extension  k,   so  they  have  the  same  maximal  extension.
^^
Thus,   f   =  9.
ELI
(ii)   Let  f
ZE!fl such
^
g.     Then  there  exists  a  maximal  extension
^     ,`          ^     ^                   ^
that  f  =  f I  and  9  =
ELI
g  =   f[  on  I   .     Hence,   on   I9
Definition  5: LetA={£    I    f   e   H}.
fl.     sO  f  =  fl On   If  and
If n  1g   a  M,   f  =  a.
Note:     We  could  think  of  each  element  in  has  an  equivalence
class,   the  equivalence  classes  being  those  sets  of  semi-
endomorphisms   in  11  which  have   the   same  maximal  extension.
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However,   a  canonical  representative  of  each  equivalence  class
is  that  unique  maximal  extension.
^^-^Definition  6:     For  f,g  e A  ,   define   f
f+g:Ifn  19+R  by   f+gtx)   =   f (x)   +   g(x).
Proposition  7:     If  f  ~  f '
Proof :      f  +  g  =   f '   +
by   Theorem   6.
Proposition 8:
ELI
then  f  +
+  g  to  be  ft where^
and  g  ~  g' ,  then ffa =  fT>
9'  On  Ifnlgnlf,n 19,,  sO ffa= fa
^^Addition  is  commutative,   i.e.,   if  f,g  c:  A
EH      ZZI
Proof:      Let   f,g   eA  .      Then    (f   +   g)  (x)   =   f(x)   +   g(x)   =   g(x)   +   f(x)
(g  +  f) (x)   for  every  x  c  Ifnlg.     So f> =ffi.
roposition  9:
^^^
then   f   +   (g  +  h)
Z-
Addition  is  associative,   i.e.,   if  f,g,h  c A
^^^
=    (f   +   g)    +   h.
^^^
Proof:      I-et   f,g,h   e  A  .      Then    [f   +    (g   +   h)]  (x)   =   f (x)   +    (g   +   h)  (x)   =
f (x)    +    [g(x)    +   h(x)I    =    [f (x)    +   g(x)]    +   h(x)    =
(f   +   g)  (x)   +   h(x)   =    [(f   +   g)   +   h]_(x)    for   every
( =- - . = ; i :-.x  a   If nlgnlh.     So  f+(g+h
osition  10:     There is  an  identity  for  addition,   i.e.,  thererz--iL.
exists  a  semi-endomorphism  0  c  A such  that  f  +  0  =  0  +  f  =   f
^
f or  every   f   c  A  .
Proof :     Define  O:R+R  such  that  O(x)   =   0   for  every  x   c   R.     Clearly
^
0   e  A  .      Let   £   €  A  ,    f :If+R.      Then    (f   +   0)  (x)   =
f (x)   +   O(x)   =   f (x)   +   0   =   f (x)   .for  every   x   c   If   and
(0  +   f)  (x)    =   O(x)   +   f (x)   =   0   +   f (x)   =   f (x)    for   every
x  €  If.    sO rfe=  i  = 6f>.
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Proposition  11:     There  is  an  inverse  for  addition,   i.e.,   there
/\                       ^      /\             /\    ,\
exists  a  semi-endomorphism  -f  c A such  that  f  +  -f  =  0  =  -f  +  f
ZEE
f or   f   E:  .^  .
EI
Proof:     Let  a  c  A  ,   f:If+R.     Define   -?:If+R  by   (-f)  (X)   =  -[f (Xu
E==                                                  11
for  every  x  a   If .     Clearly  -f   c  A    since   f   c  A  .     Then
(f   +   -f)  (x)    =   f (x)    +    (-f)  (x)    =   f (x)    +   -[f (x)]    =   0   =
O(x)    for   every   x   a   If.      And    (-f   +   f)  (x)   =    (-f)  (x)   +   f (x)
-[f (x)]   +   f (x)   =   0  =  O(x)   for  every  x   a   If.      Therefore,
ff> = o = -ifr.
Hence,    (H,+)   is  an  abelian  group  under  addition.
Definition  7:
I:  =   (x   ,   x  e
f or  every  x  c
^^^^
For  f,g  c  A   define  fg  to  be i:}where  fog:I:+R,
osition   12:
and  g(x)    a   If},   such   that   fog(x)   =   f (g(x))
I:  =   {x|x   e   1g   and  g(x)    e   If}   =   Ig^g-1(If)    €  M.
Proof :     Let  x  c   1g,   x  regular.     Let  y  e  If ,   y  regular.     Then
g(x)   a   R.      So  by  Ore's  Condition  there   exist  aL,bL   €   R,
b[  regular,   such  that  yaL  =  g(x)b].     Now  xb]   e   Ig
since  x  c  I     and  I     is  a  right  ideal.     And  since  x  and
99
b[  are  regular,   then  xbL  is   regular.     Now,   g(XbL)   =
g(X)b[  =  yaL   e   If   Since  y   C   If .      So  Xb]   e   If   and  xbL   isa
regular.     Thus,I:  contains  at  least  one  regular  element.
Now   let   x,y   €   If .      Then  x   c   1g  and  y   €   1g,   so  x  +  y   €   1g.
9
And   g(x)    c   If t   g(y)    e   Ift    SO   g(X)    +   g(y)    =   g(X   +   y)    C   If .
Thus,   x  +  y   c   I:.
Let  x   a   |f .     Then  x  c   1g  which  implies  -x   e   I   .     And
99
g(X)    a   Ift    SO   -[g(X)]    e   If.       Now   -[g(x)]    +   g(x)    =   0
14
implies   -[g(x)]   +  g(x)   +   g(-x)   =   0   +  g(-x)   implies
-[g(x)]    +   g(x  +   -x)   =   0   +  g(-x)    implies   -[g(x)]    +   g(0)
0   +  g(-x)   implies   -[g(x)]   +   0   =   0   +  g(-x)   implies
-[g(x)]   =   g(-x).     Thus,   since   -[g(x)]    e   Ift   then
g(-X)   C   If .     Therefore,I:  is  a  subgroup  of  R  under
addition .
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and  g(x)r  = g(xr)    e   If   Since  g(X)   e   If.
Hence,I:  is  a  right  ideal  of  R.
Multiplication  is  associative,  i.e.,  if
^  ,\ ^         ^ ,\   ^
fLif2if3   €  A    then   fL(f2f3)   =   (fif2)f3.
Proof:      Let   I   =    {X   £   131    f3(X)    €   12   and   f2(f3(X))    e   Ii}.
Then   I   =   13nf:L[(f;i(I[)r\12]nl3.      NOw   14   =
f;I(I±)A  12   e  M  by  Proposition   12,   so   I   =   13nf:I(14)    c  M
by  Proposition   12.     And   flo(f2°f3)   =    (fL°f2)°f3   0n
I   e  M.     Therefore,   the  assertion  follows  by  Theorem  6.
Proposition  14:    Multiplication  is  distributive,   i.e.,   for
^  ^  ^           ^  ^      ^       ^ ^      ^^           ^     ^  ^
fiif2if3   e  A  i   fi(f2   +   f3)   =   fLf2   +   fif3   and   (f2   +   f3)f[  =
^ -,\       ^ ^
f2fi  +  f3fi.
Proof:       [fL°(f2   +   f3)]  (X)    =   f[((f2   +   f3)(X))    =   fi(f2(X)    +   f3(X))
fi(f2(X))    +   fi(f3(X))    =   fL°f2(X)    +   fL°f3(X)    On-
So   flo (f2   +   f3 )    =   fL°f2   +   fLof 3 by   Theorem   6.
[(f2   +   f3)°fi]  (X)    =    (f2   +   f3)  (fi(X))
f2of[(x)   +   f3of[(x)   on   Iinl3   e   M.
f2®fl   + f3of]  by  Theorem   6.
Thus,   we  have  s.h.own  the   following  theorem.
I!nl:  e  M.
s: #lf:(fl(„
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Theorem   15:    A  is   a  ring.
Proposition  16: If  f  7  0,   then  f (a)   #  0  for  every  regular
element  a.
Proof :     Let  f   a  A  .     Let  f (a)   =   0   for  some  regular  element
a  €   If .     Suppose  there  exists  an  element  b  a   If  such
that  f (b)   F  0.     Now  by  Ore's  Condition,   there  exist
bL,a[   e  R,   a]  regular,   such  that  abL  =  ba].     Then
0   #   f (b)aL   =   f (ba])   =   f (abL)   =   f (a)b].      But   f (a)bi  =   0
since   f (a)   =   0.     Thus  we  have  a  contradiction,   and  so
f (b)   =   0.      Therefore,   f  =   0.
Definition  8: Define   f   :R+R  by   fa(x)   =  ax  where   a   E   R.a
EE
Note:      f     =   f     eAaa
Definition  9: R'    =    {fa|a   a   R}
Definition   10:      Define   ty:R+R'   by   ty(a)   =   f_.a
is  a  subring  of A isomorphic  to  R.Proposition   17:     R'
Proof :      Show  try   is   an   isomorphism.      Let   a,b   e   R.      NOW   fa+b(X)   =
(a+b)x  =   ax   +   bx   =   fa(X)    +   fb(X).      SO   ty(a+b)    =   fa+b
f      +   fb   =   try(a)    +   try(b).      Also,    fab(x)    =    (ab)x   =   a(bx)a
and   fafb(X)   =   fa(fb(X))   =   fa(bx)   =   a(bx)i   SO   fab  =   fafb.
Thust    try(ab)    =   fab   =   fafb   =   ty(a)ty(b).       So   ty   is   a
homomorphism.
Now  if  f     =  fb  then  ax  =  bx  for  every  x  e  R.     So  therea
exists  an  xo,   Xo  regularr   Such  that  axo  =  bxo  Which   implies
ax     -bxo  =   0  Which   implies   (a-b)xo  =   0  which   impliesa
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a  -b  =   0  which  implies   a  =  b.     So  try   is  one-to-one.
Clearly   ty   is   onto.     Therefore,   try   is   an  isomorphism.
Proposition 18:     If  a  e  R*  then  i -i  exists.a
Proof:     fa  is  a  one-to-one   function  Since   fa(X)   =  fa(y)
implies  ax  =  ay  implies  x  =  y  since  a  is  regular.
Thus,   f:i  exists.     Now  a2   e   Image  fa,   and  a2   is
regular  since  a  is  regular.
We  have   f  of-1  =   i   o
::p::nil:^so:f£=aaaa
   -= i on   Image   f
Therefore,   Image   fa   e  M.
where  i  is  the  identity
£.     And   f-Lof     =   i   onfT>l =a£aa
ZEE=  i.     Therefore, ±--a€_-Ia
Therefore,  .A contains  R  isomorphically,   and  regular  elements
of  R  are  invertible  in A  .




Proof:     Let  f  cA.     Let  b  c  If,  b  regular.     Then  bR€If.
I]et  x   e   R.      Then   f (bx)   =   f (b)x.      Let   f (b)   =   a   e   R.
Then   f°fb(x)   =   f (fb(x))   =   f (bx)   =   f (b)X  =   ax  =   fa(X).
So  f°fb  =  f   .     And  since  b  €  R,  b  regu±3if:i  exists.a-f¥_:i:a:EL=So  f  =  fa°f:i  on  lf.     Therefore,   f
Thus,  we  have  constructed  a  classical  right  quotient  ring
containing  R.
We  know  there   is   an   isomorphism  between .A and  Q(R) ,   the  right
quotient  ring  obtained  by  the  classical  construction;  namely,
the  correspondence   "ab-i"+"abl"     However,  we  give  below  another
isomorphism  which  reveals  more  explicitly  the  correspondence
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between  functions  in A and  classes  of  ordered  pairs   in  Q(R) .
Define   ¢:  A+  Q(R)   by   a(£)   =   I(f (a),a)]   where   a   e   If nR*.
Recall  that   (a,b)   ~   (c,d)   means  ad]  =  cb]  where  db]  =  bd]t
bL  and  dL  regular.
First  we  show  S  is  independent  of  which  regular  element  in
the  domain  of  f  is  chosen.     I.et  b,d  c   If ,  b  and  d  regular.
Then  by  Ore's  Condition  there  exist  b],d]  e  R,   dL  regular
(and  hence  bL  regular)   Such  that  bd[  =  dbL.      SO   f (bdL)   =
f (dbL)   Which   implies   f (b)dL  =   f (d)b]  which  implies    (f (b) ,b)   ~
(f(d),d).       So    I(f(b),b)]    =    I(f(d),d)I.
rj-
Now  we   show   a   is   one-to-one.     Let   f ,g   e  .A  . Let  a  e  Ifn[gJ
a  regular.      Suppose    I(f(a),a)]   =    [(g(a),a)].      Then    (f(a),a)   ~
(g(a)  ,a).      So   f(a)dL  =   g(a)bL  Where   ab]  =   ad],   b],dL   regular.
But  ab]  =  adL   implies   abL  -adL  =   0   implies  a(b]  -dL)   =   0
implies  b]  -dL  =   0   implies  b[  =  dL.     Thus,   f (a)dL  =  g(a)b]
implies   f (a)d]  =  g(a)d]  implies   f (a)d]  -g(a)d]  =   0  implies
(f(a)   -g(a))dL   =   0   implies   f(a)   -g(a)   =   0   implies   f(a)   =   g(a).
That  is,   f (a)   =  g(a)   for  every  a  €   Ifnlg,   a  regular.     Let
b  e   Ifnlg.     By  Ore's  Condition  there  exist  aL,bL  e  R,   aL
regular,   such  that  ba[  =  ab[.     Suppose  f (b)   i  g(b).     Then
f(b)   -g(b)   #   0.      So   0   i   [f (b)   -g(b)]aL   =   f (b)a[   -g(b)aL  =
f(ba[)   -g(baL)   =   f (abL)   -g(abL).      But  ab]   e   If nlg,   and
abL   is   regular  because   for  any   Z   e   R,    (ab[)z  =  a(bLz)   ±   0
since   a  is  regular.     Thus,   f (ab[)   -g(abL)   #  0  is  a  contra-
diction.     So  f (b)   =  g(b)   for  all  b  e   Ifnlg.     Therefore,
a(f)   =   ¢(G)    implies   a so  ¢  is  one-to-one.
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¢   is  onto,   for   let   [(x,y)]   €  Q(R).     Then  x,y   e  R,   y  regular.
Now  there  exists   an  element  a   e  Q(R)   such  that  x  =  cy.    [Note:
c  may  be  thought  of  as  xy:L]   Define   f :I+R  by  f (t)   =  ct  where
I  =  yR.     Now,   I   c  M  since  I   is  a  right  ideal  of  R  and  I  contains
the  regular  element  y.     For  t  e   I,   t  =  yr  for  some  r  e  R,   so
f (t)   =  cyr  =  xr   e   R.     Thus,   f  maps   an  ideal  of  M  into  R.     Now
f  is  a  semi-endomorphism  since  for  a,b  i   I,   r  a  R,  we  have
f(a  +  b)   =   c(a   +  b)   =   ca   +   cb  =   f(a)   +   f(b),   and   f(ar)   =   c(ar)   =
(ca)r  =   f (a)r.     Therefore,   y   a   I   and   f (y)   =  cy  =  x,   so
I(x,y)I    =    I(f(y),y)]    =   a(£).      Hence,    S   is   onto.
¢  is   also  a  homomorphism,   and  thus   ¢   is  an  isomorphism  from
the  semi-endomorphisms  in A to  classes  of  ordered  pairs   in  Q(R) .
19
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